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This letter ~1ill confirm our recent telephone discussion concerning the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (Nh~SA) use of CRASH and 
s~~c. Incidentally, I find these occasional discussions with you and 
Brian useful and I appreciate drawing on ycur experience with CRASH. 

~'BTSA is currently using a PC version of CRASH3 to estimate crash 
severities for cases on our National Accident Sawpling System (NA.SS) 
files. NASS is a program to collect data on a large sample of highway 
crashes and we do this through contractors who employ technician level 
people. The PC version of CRASH that we use was prograrrnned for the IBM XT 
under contract . vle did this vlhen we moved NASS data entry off a xrain 
frame computer in 1984. We knO\'l it h..lS limitations (see carl Nash's SAE 
Par:er 870040, Q3ASH 3: Current St_g,tus, 1987 and our August 1989 response 
to GH Docket 86-06) but it is simple, inexr:ensive and \vell suited to the 
experience and education level of people we car1 afford to have collecting 
1\ASS data. Although there may be irrproved versions such as CRASH4 
available we plan to continue using our PC version for the indefinite 
future because we just do not have the resources to make the computer and 
personnel training changes. We do ma.lce copies of this PC version 
available to the public at cost and we recently decided to also rrake 
sou:;:ce code available. 

We have always recognized that the sr•1AC computer program, which \vas 
developed for NHTSA in 1972, is more sophisticated and more accurate than 
the CRASH3 we are using but the relative expense and application 
complexity nEke it unsuitable for our purposes. t'le previously used S!,JAC 
on the l'lCAUTO computer network and it is my understanding that NCAUTO 
distributed the source co6e for a nmnber of years. 

\\Te are frequently contacted by reconstructionist.s about CRASH and 
occasionally about 81-!AC. ~'le may discuss the limitations of our CRASH3 
version · but, to filY kn~vledge, ,,re never discur.:.s S~1AC or take a position on 
the suitabilit:y and accur:acy of tl1e S~JAC program. The fact t hat we do not 
use Sl,IAC is in no \vay related to a concern with its accuracy for general 
apr1ications. There has been no change by NHTSA on t hj.s matter: in the 
last seven or eight years that I have been involved with crash 
reconstruction in ~~s. 

.1\JIO SI,FET> HOTLINE 
\•300) 42J- ):;:::3 
\~-:,,t1 DC .~·<'a ~<:1 .. -0,~3 



I hop:; this factual surrorery of :NHI'SA use of CRASH and SHAC will cla rify 
the issue and serve to clear up any rossible misunderstandings -v7hich you 
or others may have formed . 

Sincerely, 

Frank Richardson, .Chief 
Field Operations Branch 
Accident Investisation Division 
National Center for Statistics 
and Analysis 


